
Instabilities in the ISM
Astronomy 201b, 3/31/11

Excellent references 
Shu’s “The Physics of Astrophysics,” Volume II, Chapter 8 - “Fluid Instabilities.”

Chandrasekhar’s “Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic Stability.”

Gravitational Instability (e.g. Jeans):  Causes fragmentation in a state where thermal pressure competes 
with gravity.  See earlier classes, and recall characteristic length scale for instability...

Thermal Instability (e.g. Field Criterion):  Caused by small perturbations to a system otherwise in thermal 
equilibrium.  Recall this relevant “Field, Goldsmith & Habing” diagram from AY201b discussion of the three-
phase McKee & Ostriker ISM....

Web page with astrophysical simulations of thermal instabilities: http://akpc.ucsd.edu/ThermalInstability/
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Kelvin-Helmholtz: Arises from velocity shear (two fluids bordered by a tangential discontinuity trying to 
slip past each other.)  Wikipedia link.

Recall: Bernoulli's principle states that for an inviscid flow, an increase in the speed of the fluid occurs 
simultaneously with a decrease in pressure or a decrease in the fluid's potential energy.  This gives lift in airplane wings, 
and also the Kelvin-Hemholtz instability!

image from: http://www.brockmann-consult.de/CloudStructures/kelvin-helmholtz-instability-description.htm

Real-life example of Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability in terrestrial clouds

image from: http://www.sharenator.com/Rare_Clouds/#/
Cirrus_Kelvin_Helmholtz-17.html

 [Astrophysical Example: possible cause of “knotty” structures in 
HH jets , but this is controversial]

Rayleigh-Taylor: A light fluid “supporting” a heavy fluid is unstable.  (Equivalent to a less dense fluid 
accelerating into a more dense one.)  Wikipedia link.

Real-life example of Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in a 
Wine Glass with food-colored (slightly denser) 

liquid poured on top of tap water

 [Astrophysical Example: Crab Nebula]

Note: often R-T & K-H instabilities appear together.  For example, the fingers created in R-T instabilities can 
become “Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable” at their edges as the fluids try to slip past each other.
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“Derived” on the blackboard 
in class.
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Parker: A magnetic field acts as the “light” fluid that is supporting a “heavy” fluid (thermal gas).  The example 
below shows this for a case where the field is parallel to a disk, where gravity points toward the mid-plane of 
the disk.  The Parker instability is similar to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability EXCEPT that the gas is constrained to 
move along field lines, so that the “fingering” is different, and involves distortion of the B-field, as shown below.  
The Parker instability was originally proposed as a way to hold “down” (with thermal gas) the magnetic field 
needed to keep cosmic rays in the Galaxy, and a by-product (also pointed out by Eugene Parker) is the 
formation of large clouds in the “valleys” formed by the field.

image from: High accretion rates in magnetised Keplerian discs mediated by a Parker instability driven dynamo, A. 
Johansen and Y. Levin, 2008.  caption: Evolution of the Parker instability in 2D rigid rotation. Overlaid on the density are 
magnetic field streamlines (white lines) and velocity field vectors (white arrows, averaged over 8 grid points, the longest 
arrows represent approximately four times the sound speed). The initial stratification is unstable to magnetic buoyancy, 
and magnetic field arcs begin to rise from the midplane. The arcs merge to form longer arcs, and eventually the system 
settles down into a new equilibrium state with two superarcs and four dense pockets of matter in the midplane.

Magneto-Rotational Instability:  Arises when the angular velocity of a magnetized fluid decreases as 
the distance from the rotation center increases.  Yucong Zhu will elaborate in AY201b on 3/31/11 and we will 
update this document then.  The MRI was originally (and sometimes still is) called the “Balbus-Hawley” 
instability after Steve Balbus & John Hawley who discovered its relevance in accretion disks numerically in 
1991.   (Historical note from Wikipedia: “The MRI was first noticed in a non-astrophysical context by Evgeny Velikhov in 
1959 when considering the stability of Couette flow of an ideal hydromagneticfluid.[1] His result was later generalized 
by S. Chandrasekhar in 1960.[2]Before that “discovery” a similar effect was known as the Velikhov-Chandrasekhar 
instability. )
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